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James thought that he could break Sigmund’s attack with just the Five Great 
Paths. 

However, he was wrong. 

He had underestimated Sigmund. 

As a Quasi Acmean, even Sigmund’s casual attack was terrifying. 

Furthermore, he was hitting James with all his might. As magical as the power 
of the Five Great Paths was, he did not exceed Nine Powers Macrocosm 
Ancestral God Rank. Compared to Sigmund, there was a great disparity in 
power. 

The illusory palm print broke through his attack and hit his body. Immediately, 
he was sent flying by a powerful force. At the same time, the void behind him 
collapsed. After staggering back for a few light-years, he managed to break up 
Sigmund’s attack. Although Sigmund was strong, his attacks couldn’t hurt him. 
That was because his All-Knowing Path was already at the Seventh Stage, 
and his physical strength had reached Quasi Acme Rank. 

As he stepped forward, he appeared before Sigmund. 

At that moment, he catalyzed the power of the Great Paths and combined 
them, forming a glowing sword. This sword contained the power of the 
Greater Paths and even his physical strength. Faced with Devil Race’s 
Sigmund, James did not hold back. Aside from the Power of Chaos and the 
Path of Omniscience, he called upon all that he had at his disposal. Holding 
the sword in his hand, he appeared before Sigmund in an instant. At that 
moment, the surface of Sigmund’s body summoned a shield to protect him. 
However, in the face of James’ terrifying sword, the shield immediately began 
to show cracks. 

“Alright, now stop!” 

Leilani hastily intervened, saying, “We are all friends. There is no need to 
resort to violence.” 



James sheathed his weapon. At that moment, the sword formed by the 
Greater Roads also disappeared. As the shield protecting Sigmund 
disappeared into nothingness, his handsome face darkened. 

“Nothing bad.” 

Someone clapped. 

He was Wynnstan Dalibor, the grandson of Youri Dalibor, the Grand Elder of 
the Doom Race and the distinguished prodigy of his race. He walked over to 
James and looked at him, praising him, “Not bad, you’ve even mastered the 
Higher Paths. You’re forty-nine, aren’t you? Interested in joining the Dooms? 
With the Dooms’ protection and resources, you’ll surely emerge.” as a force to 
be reckoned with in the Greater Realms.” 

Wynnstan was a core member of the Doom Race. The Chaos Power of the 
Dooms was unrivaled. However, not all Doom could farm Chaos Power. There 
was a prerequisite to cultivating the Power of Chaos: one would have to 
master the Higher Paths first. This was extremely difficult. As the most 
powerful race in the Greater Realms, there was only one individual who could 
cultivate a full Chaos Power. The Chaos Power cultivated by the other Dooms 
was incomplete. That was because only one living being among the Dooms 
had mastered the Higher Roads. An idea flashed through Wynnstan’s mind 
when he saw James’s performance. If James joined the Dooms and obtained 
the Dooms’ cultivation method, he would certainly be able to cultivate the 
most perfect Chaos Power. 

Maybe he could even cross over to the Caelum Acme Rank. By then, the 
Dooms would rule the Greater Realms. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4112-James’s expression straightened 
as he said nonchalantly, “I’m not interested in joining the Dooms, nor do I 
need the Dooms’ resources.” 

Wynnstand smiled and said: “Do you know what you just said, forty-nine? 
Refusing my offer means that you have forfeited the right to become a 
powerful person.” 

James looked at him and said, “I’m not interested.” 



“Hmph, I think you’re so big and powerful, huh!” Wynnstan growled coldly. 

“Alright, stop fighting already.” Leilani stepped forward and said, “We all came 
to the Grand Desolate Canyon to find out what’s inside and not to fight.” 

Hearing this, Ghost Race’s Xhafer asked, “What is on your mind, Your 
Highness of him?” 

Skeleton Race’s Gruffudd also looked at Leilani, who looked at James. James 
nodded slightly at her. 

Seeing this, he said, “According to our original plans, we plan to exercise 
caution. So, we will be waiting here until Forty-nine understands the Desolate 
Grand Canyon Formation Inscription. Once we have a certain degree of 
understanding of this place, We will venture deeper into the location and 
investigate the situation.” 

“Him?” Sigmund scoffed. “I admit that he is quite strong. But this place has 
existed for a long time. Countless powerful individuals have come and gone, 
but none of them were able to break through the Formation. So why put our 
trust in him?” 

“In fact,” said Wynnstand, “Your Highness of him, we shouldn’t put our hopes 
in him. We don’t have much time left. We have to leave the Desolate 

Grand Canyon for the meeting of my career before its start”. 

No one wanted to bet on James. 

James shrugged and said, “Feel free to enter the Grand Desolate Canyon if 
you wish. I won’t stop you.” 

James couldn’t care less for them. If he wasn’t for Leilani, he wouldn’t have 
even spoken to them in the first place. 

After speaking, he gestured for them to leave. 

“Come on.” 

Gruffudd from Ghost Race said. 

When they arrived as a group, the others nodded in agreement. Then, 
everyone looked at Leilani, who seemed to be in a bind. After pondering for a 



bit, she decided to follow Wynnstand and the others. That was because they 
were powerful individuals from powerful races, not to mention that they would 
be his partners in the next meeting of the Dooms. 

“Why don’t we go together, Forty-nine?” Leilani looked at James. 

James shook his head slightly and said, “No thanks. Feel free to leave 
anytime.” 

“Okay then, be careful on your own.” Leilani reminded James and left with the 
others. 

Only James remained in place. He saw them leave his sight and disappear 
into the vast space. 

Since James knew how terrifying the canyon was, he did not act recklessly. 
After Leilani and the others left, he quickly left the place and appeared on a 
planet near Planet Desolation. 

The planet was huge. However, perhaps due to his proximity to the Planet 
Desolation, he was deeply affected by the planet’s power. The Heaven and 
Earth energy here had dried up, and the atmosphere here was atrocious. 
Holes were common, and there were even traces on the planet’s surface. 
These traces were left behind after the war in the distant past. 1 

James appeared on a barren mountain and sat in a lotus position. Then, he 
established a Time Formation around him. 
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fragments he had previously obtained. 

He had mastered the Higher Paths and could dissolve any Path or inscription 
into his most original form. Then he would run them from bottom to bottom. 

The inscription sigils before him flickered. These sigils were incomplete. Even 
so, they contained the power to annihilate a Macrocosm Ancestral God. 

James stared at the inscription sigils as they changed before his eyes. 
Ultimately, they became the most fundamental form of inscription sigils. 
However, he had never seen such inscriptions before. Although Soren 



Plamen had shown him some of the deeper formation inscriptions, he couldn’t 
comprehend the ones before him. However, he should be able to understand 
them as long as he tries hard. 

James sat on a rock and began to understand the oldest sigil of all. Every 
second, there would be millions and millions of changes. James, on the other 
hand, remembered each and every change and kept extrapolating. His 
understanding of these sigils grew deeper and deeper. He started acting from 
a broken formation sigil. The stealth was then completed before expanding 
out to form a formation. However, this formation could not be compared to that 
of the Desolation Planet. Regardless, he had understood the formation 
inscription of the Desolation Planet. He would be able to dissolve any 
formation he encountered on the way to its most primal stage and break it 
apart. 

James stayed within the formation for a long time. After understanding all this, 
he dispersed the formation of Time. 

After feeling the time, he slowly stood up and muttered: ‘Three million years 
have passed in the outside world. There are at least seven million more years 
until the Dooms reunion. I still have plenty of time.” 

James stared at the planet in the distance that had been sliced in half. Then, 
he took a step forward and arrived outside of Planet Desolation. The moment 
he got close to the planet, he could feel a wave of power coming towards him. 
The vast planet was devoid of all signs of life. 

Whistle! 

At that moment, a shapeless blade was torn apart in midair. James’s body 
flickered and he dodged the power with ease. The power struck the void in the 
distance and an explosion occurred, producing a fissure in the void. James 
could feel the power coming from inside the Desolation Planet. This was the 
power left behind during the war in the past. Even though countless years had 
passed, even a Seven Power Macrocosm Ancestral God could be annihilated 
the moment he was struck by the power. 

James scanned his surroundings. 

Although there was space turbulence ahead, they were trapped by a 
formation. As such, he should be able to get through the area ahead. He 



cautiously made his way through the turbulence and soon reached the interior 
of the Desolation Planet. 

The moment he reached the interior of Planet Desolation, he could feel the 
overwhelming pressure from Heaven and Earth. Under the pressure, he had 
trouble breathing and his knees showed signs of buckling. 

He quickly catalyzed power and withstood the pressure. 

After entering Desolation Planet, he stood in the sky and scanned the planet. 
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scan Planet Desolation. He realized that there were many formations inside. 
Through these formations, he was able to extrapolate many things. In the 
distant past, there was once a powerful individual who established his base 
camp on the planet and established many layers of formations. However, after 
the war, all of them had been destroyed. Even so, the power of him was 
terrifying. In addition, there were many regions that evaded his Divine Sense 
within the Desolation Planet, especially the central region of the fissure. The 
moment his Divine Sense appeared in the central region, he was immediately 
devoured and eaten. 

James frowned. 

Planet Desolation was just too mysterious. 

He was wondering if he should search for Soulblues or go on an adventure 
inside Planet Desolation. According to the Heaven-Eradicating Sect’s 
intelligence, Soulblues had been seen in a region near Planet Desolation by 
someone. The place where the person found the Soulblue was neither in the 
Grand Desolate Canyon nor on the Desolation Planet. Instead, he found 
himself on a planet close to Planet Desolation. 

After pondering for a bit, James decided to search for the Soulblues first. He 
did not venture into Planet Desolation or Desolate Grand Canyon. After 
exploring the location, he turned to leave before reaching the planet 
mentioned in the intelligence report. 

This was a nameless planet that was only about 10,000 light-years away. 
Even so, this place was also affected by the power of the Desolation Planet. 



Although the spiritual energy here had not been completely depleted yet, it 
was not in abundance. 

James entered the planet and used his Divine Sense to scan the planet. 
Under his Divine Sense, he realized that there was an ancient ruin sect on the 
planet. Although the sect had been wiped out and the Mountain formation had 
been destroyed, the sect’s plantation still existed. 

On the plantation there was an abundance of elixirs and medicinal herbs. 

Some of them were of high quality: the Ancestral God Rank. James found 
some Soulblues in the grass. Without hesitation, he simply took the remaining 
Soulblues he could find with him. Then, he turned to leave, in the direction of 
Planet Desolation. 

Soon, he arrived outside of the Desolation Planet. From there, he began to 
proceed cautiously. That was because there were many shattered formations 
all over the planet. Once he accidentally stepped into one, he would suffer 
severe injuries. 

James slowly approached the central region of the planet. At that moment, he 
could feel a formless power enveloping him. He immediately turned around 
and tried to leave. However, it was too late. 

Every formation on Planet Desolation came together to form a complete 
formation that engulfed the planet. The moment James tried to flee the planet, 
he was stopped by the power of the formation. This power hit him hard, and 
he plummeted from the sky and crashed heavily on the ground. 

Boom! 

The immense force shattered a mountain. The mountain range within the 
diameter of one light year disintegrated into nothing. 

However, James was unscathed. 

He got up from the pile of rubble and patted his clothes. Seeing the formation 
enveloping Planet Desolation, he couldn’t help but frown and mutter, ‘What’s 
going on? Why has the broken formation been reunited to form a complete 
one?” 

“Ladies and gentlemen!” 



Just when James was taken aback, a voice boomed out. The voice echoed in 
his ears, though it seemed to come from afar. 

“Welcome to Planet Desolation.” 

A hoarse voice rumbled and reverberated in the ears of all living beings inside 
the planet. 
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and to the arena where you will fight to the death.” “From now on, the 
formation of Planet Desolation will gradually shrink towards the central region. 
Anyone contaminated by the formation will die instantly regardless of their 
cultivation base. In order to survive, you will have to head to the center of the 
planet. Each of you will have thousand years of lifespan. A thousand years 
from now, all of you will be eradicated by the formation. In order to survive, 
you will have to annihilate all other living things on the planet. Killing one 
person would give you an additional three thousand years of life. Those who 
survive until the end they will obtain a great providence”. 

A voice came from heaven. 

Hearing this, James froze. 

‘What is happening?’ 

He calmed down and contemplated. From these words, there seemed to be a 
powerful individual on Planet Desolation who ruled everything. Providence… 
What providence? 

James was puzzled. 

At that moment, the voice continued. 

“Throughout the history of the Greater Realms, there have existed peerless 
secret arts, such as the Human Race’s Joyful Omniscience and the Doom 
Race’s Chaos Sacred Art. These are well known in the Greater Realms. The 
providence of Planet Desolation is not weaker than the ones I mentioned. 
Have you ever heard of the Primordial Mantra? It is something comparable to 
Blithe Omniscience and Chaos Sacred Art. Back then, a war broke out on 
Planet Desolation because of the Primal Mantra. This caused the space race 



to suffer enormous casualties. As such, they became one of the weakest 
races in the hegemony of the universe. The last one standing will have a 
chance to obtain the Primal Mantra. Alright, let the fight to the death begin!” 

The voice grew weaker and weaker until it was completely gone. 

“The primal mantra?” 

James froze. 

He knew of Joyful Omniscience, a secret art unparalleled to the Human Race. 
One could only cultivate this secret art after cultivating the Path of 
Omniscience. Now the Joyful Omniscience remained in the hands of Soren 
Plamen. Soren’s power was terrifying. Even the combined strength of the Ten 
Great Races was unable to annihilate him. So, they could only catch him 
within a formation. 

The voice said that the space race met its downfall due to the war caused by 
the Primal Mantra. 

James took a deep breath. 

He believed that his opportunity had come. He was invincible at Quasi Acme 
rank. Even if he were to encounter a Permanence Acmean, he would be able 
to escape. As long as there were no true Acmeans on the planet, he was 
confident of his victory. 

Besides James, many others on the planet heard the voice. 

‘The primal mantra…’ 

“How can this be?” 

“So the Space Race met with the downfall of him due to the Primordial 
Mantra.” Many began to discuss the Primordial Mantra. 

As powerful individuals from the Greater Realms, they knew the peerless 
secret arts of the past. Among them was the Primordial Mantra, which had 
been lost to history. There were few records of the secret art in the ancient 
texts of the major races. Now that the Primordial Mantra had appeared, how 
could they not be tempted? 
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formation’s inscription after entering a closed-door meditation for millions of 
years. Over the past few million years, news of the incident at the Grand 
Desolate Canyon had spread throughout the Greater Realms. Many living 
beings of all races, regardless of whether they were weak or strong, came 
here to see the show. In the beginning, Planet Desolation, and even its 
surrounding regions, were fraught with danger. However, none of them 
encountered any danger upon entering the planet. 

This puzzled them. It was different from the rumors. Now, however, they knew 
that there was a powerful individual pulling the strings behind the scenes to 
attract more and more people to Planet Desolation. That was the only way to 
achieve deathmatch. 

The rules were simple. Every living thing on Planet Desolation would have a 
lifespan of 3,000 years. Over the 3,000 years they had, they would gain an 
additional 3,000 years of lifespan from killing a living thing. 

Otherwise, they would be eradicated by the formation. Hiding was useless, as 
the formation would search all the nooks and crannies of the region, forcing 
everyone to head for the central region. Although simple, it was effective. 

At the same time, at the main Stone Race camp… 

Many powerful individuals gathered in the main hall of the main Stone Race 
peak. Among them were Youri Dalibor, the Great Elder of the Dooms, and 
Jethro Amani, the Patriarch of Angel Race. Sitting on the throne was Zusman 
Stewart, the patriarch of the Stone Race. There was a Stone Race guard on 
one knee, reporting, “Patriarch, there is an anomaly on Planet Desolation.” 

“What anomaly?” Zusman asked. 

The guard replied, “I don’t know. My guards had been watching Planet 

Desolation all this time. However, just a moment ago, all the broken 
formations on the planet had gathered together to form a powerful formation 
that prevented us from seeing what was going on inside.” 

Hearing this, everyone in the main hall was stunned. 



After a while, one of them stood up and said, “I’ll go to Planet Desolation and 
have a look.” 

Then he headed towards the planet. The others also stood up and left the 
main hall. 

Soon, many powerful people arrived outside of Planet Desolation. 

Planet Desolation had been engulfed by a formation. This formation was 
terrifying, and not even the Acmeans present there could do anything about it. 

‘What is happening?” 

“I know that there are many shattered formations on Planet Desolation. But 
why would they suddenly come together to form a complete formation?” 

“Is there a way to break the formation?” 

“The formation is deep. We won’t be able to break through it in a short period 
of time.” 

They discussed the situation on Planet Desolation. 

At the same time, on Planet Desolation… 

James was still confused by everything that had just happened. He did not 
understand. Who was the one pulling the strings behind the scenes? What did 
the attacker want? He was he using the Primal Mantra to search for an heir? 

Countless questions arose in James’s mind. 

Now the deathmatch had begun. 

However, as many people were baffled by the whole thing, none of them 
attacked the others. Some people even started to form groups. 

At that moment, an image appeared before every living being. The image 
showed the scene at the edges of the formation. In the image, a living being 
was killed the moment he came into contact with the formation. Even though 
their cultivation base was high, they perished almost instantly. 
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the formation was slowly and gradually moving towards the central region. 
Although the speed was moderate, the formation would return to the center of 
the Grand Desolate Canyon in a million years. 

“This is serious?” 

“Are people really being killed by the formation?” 

At that point, many began to panic. Some rose into the sky and tried to leave 
this place. However, just as they were about to leave Planet Desolation, they 
came into contact with the formation and immediately disintegrated into 
nothing. 

Seeing this, the faces of many people turned pale. James’s expression also 
turned grim. 

“Looks like this is real. I’ll have to expect the worst,” he muttered. 

He had been planning for the worst case scenario. That was because he 
didn’t know who entered Planet Desolation and whether there were Acmeans 
among them for the past few million years. If there were, it would be difficult 
for others to survive. 

“This is not a game, folks.” 

The illusionary voice echoed throughout the entire region. 

“Please use everything at your disposal. The last one standing will get the 
Primordial Mantra and perhaps some other providences.” 

The voice grew weaker and weaker until it was completely gone. 

The moment the voice echoed throughout the region, James tried to search 
for the source of the voice. However, the voice seemed to be reverberating in 
his ears and coming from a distance at the same time. As such, he was 
unable to pin down the exact location where the voice came from. 

“Carry!” 

At that time, fierce battles broke out everywhere at once. Some stronger 
beings seized the opportunity and ambushed the others. Although some came 



as a group, their groupmates had also started attacking their comrades. In an 
instant, chaos erupted everywhere. 

Although there were no living things in James’s area, he did not let down his 
guard. He began to move cautiously. Hiding his presence, he surreptitiously 
headed in the direction of the center. 

Along the way, he witnessed many battles. Some were around Quasi Acme 
rank, while the weakest were at Seven Powers Macrocosm Ancestral God 
rank. 

“Only three thousand years to live?” 

As James contemplated the fierce battles ahead, he fell into deep thought. 
The voice said that each living thing within the formation only had a lifespan of 
3000 years. 3,000 years later, they would be annihilated. The only way to 
survive was to kill the others. Killing an enemy would grant an additional 3000 
years of lifespan. 

James did not wish to make a move against other living beings. However, to 
survive, this was the only way. He looked at the battle head on. There were 
about twenty living beings involved in a fierce battle. 

His cultivation base was on the Nine Powers Macrocosm Ancestral God Rank. 
Such cultivation bases were the pinnacle of strength in James’s universe. 
Even in the Greater Realms, they would be considered powerful beings. 

James’s face darkened. Then, his body flickered as he appeared in the sky. 
As his mind churned, a brilliant Sacred Flower materialized. 

Immediately, a light illuminated the sky. Although beautiful, it actually 
contained destructive power. Everything that came into contact with the power 
of the Sacred Flower was immediately annihilated. Before the living things 
below could understand what was going on, they were wiped out by the 
Sacred Flower. 
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watched as the battle between twenty living beings unfolded. Then, he 
performed Blossoming and summoned Sacred Blossom. As the power of the 
Sacred Flower spread, the living beings below were instantly decimated. 



After killing those people, James could feel some changes inside his body. As 
he carefully examined his body, he couldn’t find anything out of the ordinary. 

He frowned. 

Although there were abnormalities within his body, he couldn’t feel them. It 
was illogical. His cultivation base had reached the pinnacle of cultivation. 
However, the voice that pulled the strings behind the scenes was able to 
manipulate his body. This meant that the living being’s cultivation was even 
beyond his own. 

Since James couldn’t understand what was going on, he put those thoughts 
aside for now. All he needed to do was survive. Only by surviving can he 
understand the truth of everything, including the identity of the voice. 

The cultivation world is where the strong do what they can and the weak 
suffer what they must. In this world, strength is of paramount importance. All 
life under overwhelming power is fragile. Since James did not have a lost love 
towards the living beings of the Greater Realms, he did not feel guilty for 
killing them. After killing them, he hastily left. 

Since the shattered formations on Planet Desolation had come together to 
form a complete formation, this meant that he was safe inside. He would not 
accidentally come into contact with any formation and be annihilated by the 
power of the formation. So James had nothing to worry about wandering the 
planet. The only thing he needed to be aware of was to stay away from the 
edges of the formation. By doing that, he would not encounter any danger. 

James was in no hurry to reach the Midlands. That was because he 
speculated that there would be many powerful people gathered there. If he 
headed there recklessly, he might find himself embroiled in a conflict. His goal 
was to survive and remain the last one standing. Although his location was not 
the central region, he was not that far from the center either. 

He entered a rolling mountain range. This was a pristine forest filled with 
ancient trees that James had never seen before. Although the energy of 
Heaven and Earth on other planets close to Planet Desolation had been 
depleted, the opposite was true here. 

The diameter of the mountain range was about 3000 light years. 1 

On top of a mountain, James sat in the lotus position on a rock. 



Whistle! 

At that moment, a blaze of light shot up into the sky, illuminating the entire 
planet. Immediately, all living things on the planet could feel his presence. 

“What’s that?” 

James looked at the glow and frowned. Then, he stood up and disappeared 
from his place. He activated the Path of Space and opened the void. In the 
next instant, he was already at the place where the glow appeared. 

The place was the top of a mountain. Under the illumination of the glow, the 
entire mountain seemed to glow. Even ordinary rocks seemed to be priceless 
gems. 

James did not dare to recklessly approach the place and instead he observed 
the situation from afar. 
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At that moment, the voice from before rumbled once more. 

“There are many providences on Planet Desolation. Now, the first great 
providence has appeared in a five-color pool on a mountain. In the pool, there 
is a rare five-color holy water. By immersing in the pool, your physical 
strength! It will increase by leaps and bounds! The Five Color Sacred Pond is 
extremely rare, so don’t let this opportunity go to waste. Only a living being 
can obtain the resource.” 

Hearing this, James was overjoyed. 

For other living things, this was only to increase physical strength. However, 
for James, this was a huge step towards the Eighth Stage of the Path of 
Omniscience. Once he crossed the Eighth Stage of the Path of Omniscience, 
he would no longer be afraid of any Acmeans. Once he reached the Ninth 
Stage, the stage Soren Plamen was at, no living being in the Greater Realms 
could annihilate him. 

Excited, James just ran up the mountain. In an instant, he was already on top 
of the mountain. 



There was a pond there. Round in size, the pond was about ten meters in 
diameter. Inside was a puddle of multicolored water. The moment James 
approached the pond, he could feel an overwhelming power coming from 
within the pond. Stimulated by the power, James’ pores opened and relaxed 
as his physical body frantically absorbed the power. 

Immediately, James knew how beneficial the Five Colored Holy Water was. 
This was far more precious than even the Fruit of Life. 

He didn’t hesitate at all and just ran towards the pond. 

However, before he could reach the pool, a violent power swept towards him 
from a distance. Immediately, James could feel a gigantic hand print 
descending from the sky. His face paled and he quickly dodged the attack. 

The gigantic palm print of his hit the ground. 

Boom! 

The earth quaked. 

At that moment, the mountain disintegrated, and terrifying power shattered 
into pieces in midair. Everything within a radius of a few light years was 
forgotten. However, the moment the mountain was destroyed, a mysterious 
power appeared and everything returned to normal. The mountain and the 
pond reappeared, and a mysterious brilliance appeared from the Five Colored 
Sacred Water in the pond. 

After avoiding the attack, James appeared in the distance. Meanwhile, the 
attack appeared. He was a man dressed in a white robe. He was also 
somewhat handsome and erudite. Standing in the void, he looked at James 
and pondered. “Since when is there such a living being in the Greater 
Realms?” he muttered to himself. 

“It’s been a while, Wotan Buster.” 

At that moment, a melodious voice was heard. 

After that, a group of people emerged. Leading the way was Princess Leilani, 
who broke away from James, and behind her were Wynnstan from the Doom 
Race, Sigmund from the Devil Race, Xhafer from the Ghost Race, and 



Gruffudd from the Skeleton Race. They came from the Ten Great Races and 
possessed immense power, at the Quasi Acme Rank. 

Wotan looked at them. His expression straightened as he said, “This 
providence belongs to me. Leave now, I don’t want to have to fight you.” 

His expression was composed and his tone was calm. However, those single 
words showed his confidence. Even when he faced a group of powerful 
people, he was not afraid. 

Hearing this, the expressions of Leilani and the others turned gloomy. 

‘What should we do?’ Xhafer whispered. 

After some contemplation, Leilani said, “This providence is extraordinary. We 
can’t let him get everything. We could have a chance against him if we work 
together.” 

“My fellow friends! 

At that moment, the voice from before rumbled once more. 

“There are many providences on Planet Desolation. Now, the first great 
providence has appeared in a five-color pool on a mountain. In the pool, there 
is a rare five-color holy water. By immersing in the pool, your physical 
strength! It will increase by leaps and bounds! The Five Color Sacred Pond is 
extremely rare, so don’t let this opportunity go to waste. Only a living being 
can obtain the resource.” 

Hearing this, James was overjoyed. 

For other living things, this was only to increase physical strength. However, 
for James, this was a huge step towards the Eighth Stage of the Path of 
Omniscience. Once he crossed the Eighth Stage of the Path of Omniscience, 
he would no longer be afraid of any Acmeans. Once he reached the Ninth 
Stage, the stage Soren Plamen was at, no living being in the Greater Realms 
could annihilate him. 

Excited, James just ran up the mountain. In an instant, he was already on top 
of the mountain. 



There was a pond there. Round in size, the pond was about ten meters in 
diameter. Inside was a puddle of multicolored water. The moment James 
approached the pond, he could feel an overwhelming power coming from 
within the pond. Stimulated by the power, James’ pores opened and relaxed 
as his physical body frantically absorbed the power. 

Immediately, James knew how beneficial the Five Colored Holy Water was. 
This was far more precious than even the Fruit of Life. 

He didn’t hesitate at all and just ran towards the pond. 

However, before he could reach the pool, a violent power swept towards him 
from a distance. Immediately, James could feel a gigantic hand print 
descending from the sky. His face paled and he quickly dodged the attack. 

The gigantic palm print of his hit the ground. 

Boom! 

The earth quaked. 

At that moment, the mountain disintegrated, and terrifying power shattered 
into pieces in midair. Everything within a radius of a few light years was 
forgotten. However, the moment the mountain was destroyed, a mysterious 
power appeared and everything returned to normal. The mountain and the 
pond reappeared, and a mysterious brilliance appeared from the Five Colored 
Sacred Water in the pond. 

After avoiding the attack, James appeared in the distance. Meanwhile, the 
attack appeared. He was a man dressed in a white robe. He was also 
somewhat handsome and erudite. Standing in the void, he looked at James 
and pondered. “Since when is there such a living being in the Greater 
Realms?” he muttered to himself. 

“It’s been a while, Wotan Buster.” 

At that moment, a melodious voice was heard. 

After that, a group of people emerged. Leading the way was Princess Leilani, 
who broke away from James, and behind her were Wynnstan from the Doom 
Race, Sigmund from the Devil Race, Xhafer from the Ghost Race, and 



Gruffudd from the Skeleton Race. They came from the Ten Great Races and 
possessed immense power, at the Quasi Acme Rank. 

Wotan looked at them. His expression straightened as he said, “This 
providence belongs to me. Leave now, I don’t want to have to fight you.” 

His expression was composed and his tone was calm. However, those single 
words showed his confidence. Even when he faced a group of powerful 
people, he was not afraid. 

Hearing this, the expressions of Leilani and the others turned gloomy. 

‘What should we do?’ Xhafer whispered. 

After some contemplation, Leilani said, “This providence is extraordinary. We 
can’t let him get everything. We could have a chance against him if we work 
together.” 
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expression was grim. For her, she needed to combine the strength of her 
group to face Wotan. 

At that time many living beings arrived. Seeing Leilani, Wotan, and the others, 
however, they staggered back and dared not come near. Leilani, Wynnstan, 
and the rest of the group were incredibly powerful individuals. However, 
Wotan’s presence struck fear into her hearts. 

Seeing that more and more people had gathered here, James frowned. So 
many people were already here in such a short time. He was worried that they 
would arrive sooner. 

‘That I have to do? 

James was lost. 

He trusted in his strength. However, he was not so arrogant as to believe that 
he alone could fight against all the most powerful beings in the Greater 
Realms. 



Seeing Leilani and the others, James walked towards them after some 
hesitation. He then approached Leilani and asked, “Your Highness of him, 
who is the man who attacked me?” 

Leilani looked at Wotan, who had a serene expression on his face, and 
explained, “His name is Wotan Buster. His race is unknown. However, his 
strength is extremely terrifying. He is ranked tenth in the Chaos Ranking.” 

‘The Chaos Classification?’ 

James froze. 

‘What’s that?” 

Although he had been in the Greater Realms for some time, he did not 
understand the Chaos Ranking. As such, he asked: “What is the Chaos 
Ranking?” 

Hearing this, Leilani’s entourage looked at James in bewilderment, seemingly 
confused by James’ ignorance of the Chaos Ranking. 

Leilani looked at James and simply explained, The Chaos Ranking is a 
ranking to determine the strength of living beings in the Greater Realms. It is 
divided into Divine Rank, Gold Rank, and Silver Rank. The Divine Rank is the 
most distinguished of them all. Theoretically speaking, you can only make 
your name known in the Chaos Divine Ranking by crossing the Acme Rank. 
However, as the competition is fierce, not all Acmeans can leave their names 
in the ranking. 

The Gold Ranking is different. It is used to determine the strength of Quasi 
Acmeans. Meanwhile, the Silver Ranking is a ranking meant for the Ancestral 
Gods of the Macrocosm. For now, let’s put Divine Rank and Silver Rank 
aside. 

The Greater Realms have a long history. Since ancient times, the Chaos Gold 
Ranking has always existed. As long as you are a Quasi Acmean, you can 
make your name known in the Gold Ranking. However, upon crossing over to 
the Acme rank, your name will be removed from the gold rank. That is why we 
say that those in the Gold Rank have no rival in the Quasi Acme Rank. Such a 
person would not be significantly weaker than even Permanence Acmeans.” 



Leilani took a deep breath before continuing, “My cultivation base is in the late 
peak stage of the Quasi Acme rank. However, even I couldn’t get my name 
into the gold ranking.” 

Hearing this, James had a rough understanding of the ranking system. If even 
Leilani couldn’t put his name in the gold ranking, how scary would those in the 
top ten be? 

As Leilani was explaining to James, more and more people were gathering in 
the region. Right now, there were around a hundred of them. All of them were 
strong, and the vast majority of them were at the Nine Power Macrocosm 
Ancestral God Rank. 

‘Buster Wotan?!’ 

“Is he!” 

“Since number ten in the Chaos Gold Ranking is here, we can bid farewell to 
providence.” 

Wotan is too powerful and his existence is a threat to all of us. Why don’t we 
work together and take him down first? That’s the only way we can survive.” 

Many began to argue. 

In the end, only one would survive to the end on Planet Desolation. 

 


